Drought and reproductive effort interact to control growth of a temperate broadleaved tree species (*Fagus sylvatica*)
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Abstract

Interannual variation in radial growth is influenced by a range of physiological processes, including variation in annual reproductive effort, although the importance of reproductive allocation has rarely been quantified. In this study, we use long stand-level records of annual seed production, radial growth (tree ring width) and meteorological conditions to analyse the relative importance of summer drought and reproductive effort in controlling the growth of *Fagus sylvatica* L., a typical masting species. We show that both summer drought and reproductive effort (masting) influenced growth. Importantly, the effects of summer drought and masting were interactive, with the greatest reductions in growth found in years when high reproductive effort (i.e. mast years) coincided with summer drought. Conversely, mast years that coincided with non-drought summers were associated with little reduction in radial growth, as were drought years that did not coincide with mast years. The results show that the strength of an inferred trade-off between growth and reproduction in this species (the cost of reproduction) is dependent on environmental stress, with a stronger trade-off in years with more stressful growing conditions. These results have widespread implications for understanding interannual variability in growth, and observed relationships between growth and climate.
Introduction

Current understanding of interannual variations in forest productivity are largely based on the assumption that growth is controlled by carbon supply (i.e. photosynthesis and carbohydrate storage and remobilisation) (Körner 2013), although there has recently been an increased recognition that several processes related to growth can also act to limit productivity, even when carbon supply is not limiting (Faticchi et al. 2014). These various carbon supply and growth-related processes operate at different timescales (including across multiple growing seasons), and their timings and rates are all strongly influenced by weather conditions. Consequently, studies using a range of methods have reported strong relationships between tree growth and climate (George, 2014; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2014). Processes related to resource allocation can also have an important control on tree growth (Thomas 2011), although these have frequently been neglected when interpreting variation in tree growth. A number of studies have investigated the importance of resource allocation as a significant control of tree growth, particularly allocation to reproduction (fructification) (Campioli et al. 2011; Genet et al. 2010; Hacket-Pain et al. 2015; Mencuccini and Piusi 1995; Muller-Haubold et al. 2013). In many tree species, allocation to reproduction has high interannual variability, with synchronous production of heavy seed crops across populations that is often cued by species-specific weather conditions (Schauber et al. 2002). This phenomenon is known as masting (Kelly and Sork 2002). It has long been known that years of high reproductive effort (“mast years”) commonly correspond to years of low growth in a wide range of species, representing a trade-off, or switch, between growth and reproduction (Monks and Kelly 2006; Selas et al. 2002; Woodward et al. 1994). The strength of this trade-off is species-specific (Berdanier and Clark 2016; Thomas 2011), varies in strength along environmental and stress gradients (Mencuccini and Piusi 1995) and may increase with tree age, reflecting an increase in
allocation to reproduction through a tree’s lifespan (Genet et al. 2010; Thomas 2011; Wenk and Falster 2015).

Consequently, growth, reproduction and weather conditions are related via complex direct and indirect mechanisms that may operate over multiple years. Allocation processes have important implications for understanding variation in growth (both interannual variation and long-term trends). For example, an increased allocation to reproduction with age (Thomas 2011) may partly explain observed age-related declines in tree growth and aboveground productivity (Guillemot et al. 2015, although see; Stephenson et al. 2014). Additionally, variation in allocation may contribute to interannual variation in growth and affect the relationship between annual growth and climate. For example, Muller-Haubold et al. (2013) used data from twelve Fagus sylvatica stands along a precipitation gradient to demonstrate that inter-annual and inter-site variation in growth could best be explained by variation in the allocation to annual fruit production, rather than variation in weather conditions. Indeed, they found that once variation in reproductive effort was accounted for, growing season precipitation did not have a significant effect on aboveground net primary productivity. In general however, it has proved difficult to separate the effects of weather conditions and reproduction on growth and to identify possible interactions between factors. In previous work we used long time-series of weather conditions, annual reproductive effort and tree growth to demonstrate that mast years in Fagus sylvatica are associated with reduced growth, and that interannual variation in reproductive effort (specifically masting) can therefore explain a significant proportion of variance in growth (Hacket-Pain et al. 2015). However, the relative importance of masting and weather conditions in the year of growth is still unclear, including the potential for an interaction, as is the existence of lagged and multi-year effects of drought and mast events on growth. For example, the most important twentieth century negative tree
ring anomaly (i.e. extreme low growth) in northern and central European *Fagus sylvatica* tree ring chronologies occurred in 1976 (Cavin and Jump 2016; Scharnweber et al. 2011), a year that combined significant drought stress and heavy seed crops across much of this region (Hilton and Packham 2003; Overgaard et al. 2007).

In this study, we make use of time-series of annual tree growth (ring width), reproductive effort (annual seed production) and weather for a *Fagus sylvatica* L. stand in the southern UK. Beech has been the subject of a large number of tree-ring based studies, which have frequently linked variation in annual growth with growing season drought, even in central and northern regions of the species distribution (Cavin and Jump 2016; Dittmar et al. 2003; Hacket Pain et al. 2016; Scharnweber et al. 2011). Additionally, a smaller number of studies have demonstrated that a significant component of variation in growth can also be explained by annual reproductive effort (Drobyshov et al. 2010; Hacket-Pain et al. 2015). The study period includes years of severe summer drought stress (e.g. 1990, 1995, 2010) and years with heavy seed crops (e.g. 1982, 1987 and 1995). These records are used to investigate the interacting effects of summer drought and reproductive effort on annual growth in beech, a widespread and economically important tree species in European forests (Gessler et al. 2007).

We specifically focus on two key questions:

1. What is the relative importance of climate and reproductive effort (masting) in explaining interannual variation in growth?

2. Do the influences of climate and masting interact to explain additional variation in annual growth?
Material and Methods

Study site and species

The study was conducted at Nettlebed Woods (NET), located in the Chiltern hills in Oxfordshire, southern UK (51.570˚N, -0.978˚E). The bedrock is Cretaceous chalk, with superficial deposits of Pleistocene age giving rise to thin, stony, acidic soils. Tree ring chronologies at this site are highly correlated with other regional tree ring chronologies for this species (Hacket-Pain et al. 2015), and annual variation in seed production is highly synchronised with the rest of southern England (unpublished data, D. Ascoli). *Fagus sylvatica* tends to favour well-drained soils. Despite this, its intensive, shallow root system restricts it to exploring relatively small volumes of soil very intensively and as such, *F. sylvatica* is susceptible to drought (Cavin et al. 2013; Packham et al. 2012).

Tree ring data

Tree rings were used to measure annual tree growth at the site. One core was extracted from each of 33 mature and canopy dominant or codominant individuals at 1.3 m above ground level. Cores were air dried, then mounted and sanded with progressively finer sandpaper until tree ring boundaries were clearly visible. Sanded cores were then scanned at 2400 dpi and ring widths measured using the software CooRecorder v7.3 (Larsson 2010b). Cross-dating was used to ensure that all measured rings were assigned to the correct year of growth, and was conducted using a two-stage process. Initially, rings were visually cross-dated in CDendro v7.3 (Larsson 2010a), and then checked statistically using the standard dendrochronological software COFECHA (Grissino-Mayer 2001).

Raw ring width chronologies contain low frequency variation (i.e. long-term trends) that are associated with processes including changes in canopy position, changes in tree size.
and age, as well as trends in climate and other abiotic factors (Fritts 1976). The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of interannual variation in weather conditions and allocation to reproduction on annual ring width, so these low frequency signals were removed by detrending the raw ring width chronologies. The R package dplR (Bunn et al. 2012) was used to fit a spline to the ring width chronology from each individual tree. Then, a dimensionless ring width index was calculated for each tree by dividing the measured ring width by the spline. A 32-year cubic spline with a 50% frequency cut off was selected to remove the low and medium frequency signal, but retain high frequency (i.e. inter-annual) variations in ring width. The individual detrended chronologies from each sampled tree were then averaged to create a mean site chronology. In common with many tree ring chronologies, the NET chronology showed strong serial autocorrelation. This was reduced using the prewhitening procedure in dplR, creating a prewhitened ring-width index (RWI). However, as this serial autocorrelation can be interpreted as a biological signal in addition to a statistical artefact, all analysis was also conducted on the raw RWI chronologies (presented Supplementary material Appendix 1).

Seed production data

Data on annual seed production at Nettlebed has been collected since 1980, and was used to measure reproductive effort (masting). Reproductive effort was measured by counting seeds for identified individual trees each year using the method described by Hilton & Packham (1997). Seed counts were conducted annually for between two and twelve trees (mean = 5.3), as a result of variation in sampling effort and the addition of new trees to the survey. The individual trees within the site show high inter-tree correlation in seed count during the period 1981-2012 ($r = 0.62$), and also high synchronicity with other local and regional masting records from the UK (Hilton and Packham 1997). The seed count data was standardised to create a dimensionless seed index ($Seed.index$).
Climate data

Climate data was taken from the UK Met Office meteorological station in Oxford (UK Met Office 2016), 28 km from Nettlebed. Summer drought was quantified using the Standardised Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010), a standardised index of the difference between monthly precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. A three month window was used for calculation of the index, such that $SPEI_{MJJ}$ incorporates data for May-July, with each month weighted equally.

Modelling

Linear regression models were used to investigate the relationship between $RWI$ and $SPEI_{MJJ}$ and $seed.index$, including interaction terms. Previous year $SPEI_{MJJ}$ and $seed.index$ were also tested. Parameters were estimated using ordinary least squares, and optimal models were selected using adjusted $R^2$ and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Terms included in optimal models were checked for significance using $F$-tests. Generalised additive models (GAM) were also used as an exploratory tool to test whether relationships were best described by linear or non-linear functions.

In order to help address the question of the relative importance of $SPEI$ and $seed.index$, the relaimpo package in R (Groemping 2006) was used to estimate the relative contribution of each independent variable to the overall explained variance (i.e. to decompose the overall $R^2$). The metric “lmg” uses an approach based on sequential $R^2$, averaging across different orderings of the independent variables (see Groemping, 2006 for details), and is recomended by Johnson & LeBreton (2004). While the decomposing of $R^2$ in multiple regression models is not without criticism (Johnson and LeBreton 2004), it is used in this study, alongside a comparison of the
slope parameters to provide a guide to the relative importance of the different variables that influence \( RWI \). Model validation follows the recommendations of Zuur et al. (2007), and is detailed in Supplementary material Appendix 2.

**Event Year Analysis**

In order to further investigate possible interactions between drought and reproductive effort an event year approach was used (Schweingruber et al. 1990). Summer drought events were defined as years when \( SPEI_{MJJ} \) deviated negatively from the 1921-2012 mean by more than one standard deviation. Event years in reproductive effort were initially defined according to the bimodal distribution of \( seed.index \) (Fig. 1) (Norton and Kelly 1988). The fifteen years in the second peak of the distribution were then categorised as (full) mast years (>1 standard deviation from the mean) and intermediate mast years (<1 standard deviation). This resulted in the categorisation of seven mast years, eight intermediate mast years, and 17 non-mast years.

In order to extend the period of analysis, and with the particular aim of increasing the sample size of combined mast-drought events, a second masting dataset was used. This also allowed an independent testing of our hypotheses, through use of two independent time periods. In contrast to the site-specific record, this was a regional record of beech masting covering southern England for the period 1921-1979 (Hilton and Packham 2003). This regional masting record is categorical (1-5), with the highest two categories considered to represent mast events (Hilton and Packham 2003). The same classification of mast years was used in this study, with no differentiation between heavy and light mast years. Three main classes of event years were created for both study periods (1921-1979 and 1980-2012: mast and drought years (M+D), mast and no drought (M+ND), and non-mast and drought (NM+D). Where sample size allowed, each class was then further divided into intermediate and full mast years. Non-drought
years were divided into dry years (negative $SPEI_{MJJ}$, but not below the threshold for drought years) and wet years (positive $SPEI_{MJJ}$).

For each class, mean $RWI$ deviations in the event year and positive and negative lag years were calculated, both for the period 1980-2012 (using the mast years from continuous site-specific mast data) and for the period 1921-1979 (using mast years from the regional masting record). The significance of growth deviations were tested using bootstrapping with 1000 resamples using the ‘sea’ function in the R package dplR (Bunn et al. 2012).
Results

RWI was significantly correlated with SPEI$_{MJ}$ and seed.index, so that years of low growth were associated with summer drought conditions and high seed production (mast years). Both of these factors were significant in a linear model, which explained 45% of the variance in RWI (Model 1 - M1, Table 1). Neither previous year drought stress (SPEI$_{MJ-1}$) or seed production (seed.index$_{-1}$) was significantly correlated with RWI, either individually or when included in the multiple regression model. Additive modelling indicated that linear relationships between RWI and both SPEI$_{MJ}$ and seed.index were appropriate (see Supplementary material Appendix 3). SPEI$_{MJ}$ and seed.index were not themselves significantly correlated, indicating that their individual effects on RWI were independent (see Supplementary material Appendix 4).

As both SPEI and seed.index were standardised, slope parameters indicated a higher sensitivity of RWI to variation in seed.index than SPEI (Table 1), so growth, as measured by RWI, was more influenced by variation in seed production than by variation in summer drought. Additionally, R$^2$ decomposition using the Img metric indicated that in M1, seed.index explained approximately 30% of the variance in RWI, while SPEI$_{MJ}$ accounted for approximately 15% (total explained variance, R$^2$=0.45, Table 1). Nevertheless, Fig 2B indicated a possible interaction between drought and masting, with four of the five years of lowest growth associated with both drought and masting. Additionally, drought years that did not coincide with mast years were not associated with strong growth depressions. This potential interaction was explored by adding an interaction to the model.

In this new model (M2) the interaction term was marginally insignificant (p=0.087), but the adjusted R$^2$ increased from 0.415 to 0.454 and the AIC was slightly lower (Table 2).
Additionally, the interaction term in M2 removed a pattern in the standardised residuals present in M1 (see Appendix 2). $R^2$ decomposition indicated that the interaction between $SPEI_{MJJ}$ and $seed\_index$ explained an additional 5% of the variance in $RWI$. Additive models again indicated that linear models appropriately represented the relationships between $RWI$ and the independent variables (Appendix 3).

Overall, both models were able to accurately reproduce the observed variation in $RWI$ at the sample site, particularly M2 which included the interaction term. In particular, M2 was able to reproduce the narrowest rings with only small residuals (Fig. 3, and also Appendix 2). However, growth was not reproduced accurately in all years. In particular, the models failed to fully reproduce the observed low growth in 1985 (following a narrow ring in 1984 that was well reproduced by the models), or the narrow ring observed in 2004. Additionally, the models substantially underestimated growth in several years (i.e. predicted growth was lower than observed growth, e.g. 1982, 1987 (M1 only), 1992, 1994, 1999, and 2001). With the exception of 1994 and 2001 (which are the years with the highest observed ring width), all of these years were full or intermediate mast years that occurred in the absence of summer drought stress (Fig. 3 and Fig. 2).

A second approach to exploring the interaction between seed production and drought used an event year approach. Mast years that coincided with drought events (M+D) were associated with strong and significant negative growth anomalies in the event year (Fig. 4A-C). Two of these combined events occurred in the period 1980-2012, and both were associated with strong and significant negative growth anomalies which corresponded to two of the three narrowest rings formed during the period. In the second period (1921-1979), an additional three combined drought-mast events occurred, and negative growth anomalies in the event year were
also strong and significant. Despite the strong growth reductions in the event years, no growth anomaly was detected in the following years.

In mast years that did not correspond with drought (M+ND), growth was lower in the mast year during the period 1980-2012 (although the negative growth anomaly was smaller than for combined mast and drought) (Fig. 4 D-F), but in some cases positive growth anomalies were found in the following year. For intermediate mast years, the negative growth anomaly was close to zero in the event year (Fig. 4 D). In the period 1921-1979 growth was also slightly lower in mast years, although not significantly. In a combined dataset using both masting time-series (1921-2012), the larger number of mast years that coincided with non-drought conditions (n=15, mast years from both periods, excluding the intermediate mast years from 1980-2012) allowed a further division into mast years occurring in dry summers (but not drought) and those occurring in wet summers. Mast years coinciding with dry summers had significant negative growth anomalies, while mast years coinciding with wet summers were not associated with any growth anomaly (Fig. 4 F). The growth reduction in dry mast years was smaller than the reduction in combined drought-mast years (Fig. 4 C).

In drought years that did not coincide with mast years, (NM+D) no significant growth anomalies were found in either period, although growth was lower the following year (significant in the 1921-1979 period, non-significant in the 1980-2012 period, Fig. 4 G-I). The results showed that the growth response to mast years was highly dependent on summer drought stress (Fig. 5). In years with both masting and summer drought, RWI was strongly and significantly reduced, while in years with masting and dry conditions RWI was also reduced, but the anomaly was smaller in magnitude. In mast years associated with wet summers, and in drought summers that did not coincide with mast events, there was no significant RWI anomaly.
in the event year, although there were significant RWI anomalies (positive and negative) in the following years (Fig. 4 and 5).
Discussion

Combined and interacting effects of masting and drought

Initial analysis of the data (Fig. 2) appeared to confirm previous well-established results for *F. sylvatica*, showing that both growing season drought stress (*SPEI*$_{MJU}$), and annual reproductive effort (*seed.index*) were significantly correlated with radial growth (e.g. Drobyshev et al. 2010; Hacket Pain et al. 2016). The overall explained variance in M1 and M2 ($R^2 = 0.45$ and $0.51$ respectively) was similar to the study by Monks and Kelly (2006), where 41% of variance in *Nothofagus truncata* RWI could be explained using a combination of climate variables and annual seedfall, but less than the 74% of variance in *Picea albies* RWI was explained by a combination of climate variables and seed index in the study of Selas et al. (2002). These results demonstrate that for a variety of species a substantial proportion of the variance in tree growth can be explained by weather conditions and reproductive effort. The physiological basis of growth reductions during drought result from complex interactions between carbon supply (Breda et al. 2006), cell division and expansion (Hsiao 1973), and carbon allocation and transport (Blessing et al. 2015), with responses varying between (and within) species, and according to drought severity (Ryan 2011). Less is known about the physiological mechanisms that are responsible for growth reductions in mast years. Several studies have reported that fruit production is dependent on recently assimilated carbon (Hoch et al. 2013; Ichie et al. 2013), with little evidence of declines in stored carbon during mast events. Consequently, growth and fruit production may act as competing sinks for newly assimilated carbon, with a reduction in growth occurring in years where the allocation to reproduction is high. Other factors not considered in the models, such as the effects of late frosts (Príncipe et al. 2016) are likely responsible for part of the unexplained variance in RWI.
However, the present study also assesses the relative importance of these two factors, and their interactive effects on annual growth. Comparison of model coefficients and $R^2$ decomposition for M1 indicated that variation in reproductive effort ($seed.index$) was more important in explaining variance in growth than growing season drought stress ($SPEI_{MJJ}$) (Table 1). This is an important result, as it shows that at least at this site, annual growth was more sensitive to variance in annual seed production than growing season drought stress. The site is typical of lowland Britain and northern Europe, and tree ring chronologies and seed production time-series show high synchrony with other sites in the southern UK. Additionally, preliminary results using independent data from *F. sylvatica* forests in Sweden show a similar pattern. This suggests our results at NET are likely to be widely applicable to other stands, and that the relative importance of reproductive effort on growth is widespread in *F. sylvatica*, and in other masting trees species (see also Drobyshev et al. 2010; Latte et al. 2016). However, on drier sites, it is possible that drought will play a larger role in determining growth; this warrants further investigation, although it is likely that reproductive effort will still exert a significant effect on growth.

Closer inspection revealed that the effects of drought and reproductive effort on growth were more complex. Figure 2B indicated that years of combined high seed production and drought were responsible for the narrowest rings, while mast years that did not coincide with drought did not necessarily correspond to low growth. Two approaches were used to investigate this potential interaction further. In the first, adding an interaction term to the model ($SPEI_{MJJ} \cdot seed.index$) explained an additional 5% of variance in RWI (Table 2), and increased the ability of the model to accurately reproduce the narrowest rings in the chronology (Fig. 3). Additionally, many of the positive residuals in M1 and M2 were associated with mast or intermediate mast years that did not coincide with drought. Both models predicted lower
growth in these years than was observed, further supporting the hypothesis that the interaction of masting and drought was important in explaining variation in growth.

Overall, the event year analysis demonstrated similar results, showing that growth at this site responded relatively weakly to mast and drought events that occurred in isolation, and that the strongest growth reductions occurred when heavy seed production and summer drought coincided during the same growing season (Fig. 5). For example, the response of growth in mast years was highly dependent on drought: in wet summers even a heavy seed crop resulted in no reduction in growth, while in dry (but not drought) summers, a moderate growth reduction was detected. In drought years however, the combination of masting and drought resulted in strong negative growth anomalies; i.e. an interaction of unfavourable climate conditions and strong growth-reproduction trade-offs resulted in large and highly significant reduction in growth (Fig. 5). Similar results were noted by Selas et al. (2002), who reported that very narrow tree rings in *Picea abies* occurred in years with both heavy seed crops and early summer drought. In a recent study, Han et al. (2016) showed that radial growth in *Fagus crenata* was strongly dependent on new assimilated carbon, while fruit production in *Fagus crenata* relied initially on stored carbon early in the growing season, before shifting to recently assimilated carbon later in the growing season. This observation may help to explain the interactive effects of drought and masting on growth. In the absence of masting, stored carbon may buffer any carbon shortage in drought years. In contrast, when drought coincides with masting, fruit production would act as a strong early-season sink of stored carbon, reducing the availability of stored carbon for growth. This may be particularly important during the early growing season, when the sink strength is high for fruits (Han et al. 2016) and stem growth (Jezik et al. 2011), potentially creating a temporary carbon shortage (Mund et al. 2010).
These results have important implications for interpretation of the variation in tree ring chronologies and tree growth more generally. For example, tree ring responses to drought events have been used to assess the drought sensitivity of forest trees, including comparisons of the sensitivity of different species (Zang et al. 2014) and populations growing under different mean climate (Cavin and Jump 2016). However, the interaction of masting and drought demonstrated in this study shows that without careful consideration of the confounding effects of annual reproductive effort, such assessments may be compromised in masting species, especially for analysis that focuses on individual years. For example, the major drought in north-western Europe in 1976 is associated with extreme narrow tree rings in *F. sylvatica*, which has widely been interpreted as indicating drought sensitivity in this species (Cavin et al. 2013). However, this year was also associated with high reproductive effort in *F. sylvatica* across much of northern Europe (Hilton and Packham 2003; Overgaard et al. 2007). Our results indicate that a significant proportion of the growth anomaly observed across northern and central Europe in 1976 could be attributed to the interaction of drought and masting in this year, rather than drought alone (Appendix 5).

**Variation in cost of reproduction with climate**

Additionally, our results are relevant to a more general understanding of the cost of reproduction and its trade-off with growth. The observed variation in growth response to mast years can be interpreted as representing a variation in the strength of the growth-reproduction trade-off along a stress gradient; under stressful conditions (drought years) the trade-off is strong, while under favourable conditions the trade-off is weaker. Such variation in the strength of growth-reproduction trade-offs has been investigated in trees before, but generally by analysing variation between populations or individuals, rather than between years (Berdanier and Clark 2016). These studies have generally reported stronger growth-reproduction trade-
offs in stressed trees (Banuelos and Obeso 2004; Iszkulo and Boratynski 2011; Martin et al. 2015). Such variation in the strength of the trade-off may vary between populations or between years due to climatic control on resource acquisition; Mencuccini & Piussi (1995) suggested that when resources were not limiting, seed production did not act as a substantial cost to the tree. Additionally, in more favourable years the longer growing season may reduce the temporal overlap of allocation to reproduction and growth (Mund et al., 2010; Sletvold and Agren 2015).

Multi-year relationships between weather conditions, mast years and growth

Numerous studies have reported positive growth anomalies in the year prior to masting, interpreted as representing favourable conditions for resources accumulation (Drobyshev et al. 2010; Silvertown and Dodd 1999). Our analysis provided only limited evidence of positive growth anomalies prior to mast years at NET (Fig. 4). However, the event year analysis did indicate other complex multi-year connections between climate, masting and growth (Fig. 4). The year following a mast year was not associated with a reduction in growth, either when the mast year coincided with drought (Fig. 4 A-C) or non-drought conditions (Fig. 4 D-F). Indeed, in some cases growth was significantly higher in the year following masting (Fig. 4 D and F). This is contrary to some previous results which have demonstrated multi-year effects of masting on growth (Holmgaard 1958; Silvertown and Dodd 1999), but is consistent with Drobyshev et al. (2010). This suggests that in mesic sites with generally favourable growing conditions, F. sylvatica experiences no long-term costs to growth as a result of mast events, despite strong growth reductions in the year of masting.

While we found no evidence of multi-year growth response to individual mast years, we did observe a reduction in growth in the year following non-mast drought years, despite no
reduction in growth in the drought year itself, Fig. 4 G-I. While this may be related to lagged responses of growth to drought (Anderegg et al. 2015), we suggest that in this case the lagged effect is due to masting in the year following a drought. Drought years, associated with high temperature and low precipitation, may act as a cue for mast events in the following year (Drobyshev et al. 2010; Piovesan and Adams 2001). Of the four non-mast drought years in the period 1980-2012, two were followed by mast years, and the other two by intermediate mast years. For the period 1921-1979, all five non-mast drought years were followed by mast years. As expected based on our results, these years are associated with reduced growth, especially when the summer following the drought year is dry (Fig. 4). Consequently, multi-year growth responses to drought events may result not only from direct responses to drought (e.g. resource depletion, organ mortality), but also due to the triggering of mast events. This mechanism may help to explain the commonly observed severe growth reduction associated with the second year of double-year droughts, including 1975-76 and 1989-90, with the first year of drought acting a cue for a mast event in the second year.

**Resource switching in Fagus sylvatica: masting as an evolutionary strategy**

Negative correlations between reproductive effort and growth have been observed in many species (e.g. Mencuccini and Piussi 1995; Monks and Kelly 2006; Selas et al. 2002), and have been used as evidence of the switching of resources between growth and reproduction in masting species. Monks & Kelly (2006) argue that such resource switching is the most decisive evidence that masting is the result of an evolutionary pressure that acts to exaggerate interannual variation in seed production. However, while a negative correlation between seed production and growth is often interpreted as evidence of resource switching, Knops et al. (2007) have demonstrated such a negative correlation does not always represent a trade-off. They showed that wet spring weather had a positive effect on growth, but reduced acorn
production by limiting pollination. Consequently, in oak species that produced acorns in the same year as pollination, these two independent responses could result in a negative correlation between acorn production and growth, without the need for a causal mechanism linking the two (i.e. a trade-off). Furthermore, they showed that this negative correlation was absent in oak species that produced acorns over two years. In our study, seed production did not respond significantly to the same climate signal as growth (summer drought) (see Appendix 4), and we have demonstrated the presence of a switch in resources even when the main climatic influence on growth (growing season drought) is taken into account. Indeed, our evidence that the reduction in growth in mast years is greater in years of unfavourable climate further supports the existence of resource switching in this species.

**Coupling of growth, reproduction and climate**

Tree radial growth at NET varied as a function of summer drought and reproductive effort, and their interaction. The degree to which growth at the stand level was reduced in years of high reproductive effort (mast years) was strongly dependent on environmental stress (summer drought). This indicates that the costs of reproduction increased strongly under conditions of environmental stress, and was close to zero under favourable climate conditions. The complex inter-relationships between climate, reproduction and growth that are demonstrated in this study have widespread implications for understanding interannual variation in tree growth. Variation in the growth response of individuals, populations and species to extreme climate events may result from variation in coincident reproductive effort. For example, observed variation in the NPP response of forests to widespread drought events may be linked to variations in masting intensity across space or between species (Nussbaumer
et al. 2016), while variation in reproductive effort between trees may contribute to individualistic responses of trees to climate (Carrer 2011).
Fig. 1. Frequency plot of seed.index, showing the bimodal distribution of seed.index (annual reproductive effort), and the classification of non-mast, intermediate mast and (full) mast years used in the event year analysis.

Fig. 2. Annual growth and seed production at the study site. A) Annual growth (Ring width index, RWI), reproductive effort (seed.index) and summer drought (SPEI<sub>MJJ</sub>). Filled circles represent event years in seed.index (i.e. mast years) and in SPEI<sub>MJJ</sub> (i.e. drought years) B) The relationship between growth and summer drought (filled circles represent mast years). C) The relationship between growth and reproductive effort (filled circles represent drought years).
Fig. 3. Performance of Model 1 and Model 2. A) Observed and predicted RWI. B) Residuals of the two models. Grey shading indicates the years with the narrowest observed ring width. Triangles represent drought years, and asterisks indicate (full) mast and intermediate mast years (see Fig. 1).
**Fig. 4** Event year analysis for the period 1980-2012 (site level mast data), 1921-1979 (regional mast data) and combined period (1921-2012). Points represent the mean growth anomaly for all event years and the shaded area the standard deviation. Filled circles represent significant anomalies (p<0.05). A-C) Combined mast and drought years for the periods 1982-2012, 1921-1979 and the combined period 1921-2010. D-F) Non-drought years with masting. In D (1980-2012), intermediate mast years plotted in addition to (full) mast years, but were not used in any other analyses. In F (1921-2012) mast years were divided into dry (but not drought) and wet summers (note that intermediate mast years were not included). G-I) Drought years without masting.
Fig. 5. Growth responses to event years for the period 1921-2012. Note that only (full) mast years in the period (1980-2012) are included in the analysis.
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